Freedom 's loss and the onward destructive march of Government Repression is
satirised by The Rev Peter Mullen in this splendid piece. This unstable
Government is so worried about any stability that it is imposing instability and
destroying established UK traditions and Christian cultures and customs wherever
it can achieve that end. Editor.

_____________________________________________________________
Dead or Alive: The new Equalities Measure
If you think the BBC is more than a bit queer, you’re right: first item on the
news for 1st July 2018 was the announcement that there are 417
transsexuals on its staff. Characteristically, a BBC spokesperson
commented, “We are proud of the fact that the Corporation contains so
much diversity.” Wonderful news! Everybody is welcome at the BBC –
except Tories.
Transgendering, transexualism and all the other varieties of sexual-social
engineering are being deliberately employed to abolish the traditional
societal categories wherein a man was a man, a woman was a woman, a
man might be a husband and a woman might be a wife. Now men marry
men and they may, by contrivance and contraption, beget children. All this
is deliberate state policy. Why? Because a traditional society, with its
well-marked identity roles for its people, is a stable society.
Modern governments don’t want a stable society. Their rallying cry is
Change. For a constantly changing society is infinitely malleable. In The
Book of Common Prayer’s Commination Service it says, “Cursed is he that
removeth his neighbour’s landmark.” With its gender diversity obsession,
the secular – ie atheistic - state has removed all the landmarks which told us
who we were and where we were. So called “Equal Marriage” was only the
start of a thoroughgoing social revolution. Any bizarre thing might happen
next. I had a dream…
Following the glorious success of his Homosexual Marriage Act, former
Prime Minister Dave Camembert has suggested that the government should
introduce a Bill to provide us all with the right to a funeral “– whether we’re
dead or not.” Just as a wedding should not be denied to a homosexual, so a
funeral should not be available only to the dead. Mr Camembert told my
researcher: “A funeral is such a wonderful institution that I want to see its
benefits extended to everyone. It’s really very socially-excluding to provide
this basic human right for dead people alone. Of course, we in the
Conservative party have a great deal of respect for the dead, but we can no

longer in all conscience tolerate a system which forces so many people to
have to wait for seventy, eighty or even ninety years before being afforded
the ordinary human privilege of a decent burial.”
Camembert – “Cheesy” to his friends – was speaking to a great gathering of
nurses and NHS junkies led by Ms Euthanasia Daley. There was a
PASSING PRIDE banner stretched right across Downing Street while gaily
printed T-shirts joyously proclaimed BURY THE LIVING. To the
accompaniment of an enthusiastic steel band, a visiting cohort of Millwall
FC supporters sang a chorus or two of the especially composed anthem SO
SHUFFLE OFF YOUR FUCKING MORTAL COIL THEN.
It is understood that funerals will not be restricted to burials but may
include, as well as cremations, being ritually shot into space or even
mummified and walled up in special thanatos chambers in the basements of
one or other of our great national institutions such as Broadcasting House.
Unofficially, many have already been interred in there for years. There will
be statutory arrangements for lads and ladettes hell-bent on an early funeral
to hold the ceremony in their favourite nightclub or on motorbikes. More
adventurous types have elected to hold their service in hot air balloons and
some reactionary, anti-EU Tories – the so called bastards – are known to
have applied to the Carlton Club, where a funeral is presently called
“dinner.”
There has been a general welcome for the new measure, though Leader of
the Opposition, Sarcophagus Corfin, issued a statement this morning saying
that funerals in posh places such as The Ritz or on yachts belonging to
Russian gangsters “will not help the promotion of social mobility.” (Insiders
see in this comment a sly dig at Mr George Omnivorous and Lord
Mandelpratt who are known to have many Russian friends) The Mayor of
London, Mr Sadlad Khan’t deplored Mr Corfin’s failure to mention the
huge potential for increasing the popularity of “living deaths by Muslims.”
While Boris Bullingdon expostulated: “Crikey! Chaps should be allowed to
have their snuff party wherever they fancy. Mine’s to be at Chequers – when
I’m PM of course.”
Mr Flatpack Oilwelby, Archcommunity Songster of Canterbury, said, “The
new Funerals Measure is very good news in a very real sense and we in the
Church of England (deceased) give it our blessing. Goodness me – the
stuffy old C. of E. has quite a lot of catching up to do with society’s
modernising project! I’m sure the compilers of the Good Book had
Canterbury in mind when they wrote, ‘The See shall give up its dead’?”
Flatpack insisted that people will not be restricted to the “irrelevant archaic
language” of The Book of Common Prayer - rubbish such as ashes to ashes,
dust to dust… I’ve asked the Synod to produce a Supplement to Common

Worship which will include the words; I give you this grave as a sign of
your funeral…”

